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NFL Draft 2021 Scouting Report: WR Dyami Brown, 

UNC 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are typically less physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  
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One of my least favorite prospects of the 2021 NFL Draft is Dyami Brown. The reasons that I dislike him, 

are (mainly) three-fold: 

1) He’s a very average-good NFL WR prospect. He’s not a stud or key starter.  If thrown into an NFL game 

he might make a play, but in my opinion, he won’t become an impact player or a real/consistent starter 

in this league. 

2) He’s not my favorite personality. He thinks he’s better than he is. He’s a bit needy and moody – he 

has many ‘diva’ traits, in my distance-observations of him on camera and in-game…and from sources. 

3) What really aggravates me is: taking points #1 and #2 together and then seeing some analysts are 

pushing him as a top 50 overall player – it’s a joke. 

Everything wrong with football scouting is contained within a Dyami Brown study…and you will be 

aghast, or you should be, at what I’m about to show you. And know, this is going to be my ‘favorite’ 

scouting report of 2021 (so far) because of what I’m about to reveal. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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I’m not going to get into his route-running or Pro Day or any other scouting shtick. I’ll get to all that, but 

first I need to start by showing you a smoking gun of evidence of what I’ve complained about for years. 

It’s a clear demonstration of just what a con job Pro Football Focus (PFF) is…and its fraudulent impact on 

all of football – college scouting up to contract negotiations in the pros based on PFF stats and grades. 

In March 2021, ‘PFF Draft’ posted on Twitter: Dyami Brown has never dropped a contested target in his 

career at UNC (49 targets)…and they also noted that Brown had just 3 ‘drops’ in 2021. 

Now, I had just watched Brown’s tape of just a few key matchup games before seeing the PFF note…and 

all I saw, on tape, was a circus of easy and moderate and hard target drops. It was jarring to watch…a 

total turnoff. It doesn’t mean Brown can never catch a football – but when Brown is challenged, he is a 

VERY shaky wide receiver. To me, he’s virtually an undraftable/UDFA wide receiver in a sea of 

competent and above WR prospects in 2021 because of his hands/lack of heart on the battlefield. After 

watching Brown’s work, I couldn’t believe it when I saw PFF’s tweet…it was like I was taking crazy pills. 

Did I just imagine what I saw? 

Now, if you’ve been with me for a while, you may either just ‘take my side’ of this claim vs. PFF and roll 

along without doubting me…or you might think that I am an ‘ass’ for bragging about my 

scouting acumen and be tired of me complaining about PFF, who if they have 1,001 employees and a 

million dollars of operational capital…then they have 1,000 more employees and about a million more 

dollars in operating capital than I do – so, you SHOULD side with the PFF machine in this equation. You 

take Goliath every time against David, I get it. They have to be smarter and better at this than I am… 

But don’t let me be the only one to say something here. You might enjoy Thor Nystrom’s tweet and 

subsequent video that prompted him from user name JoeKaneFromESU. Just read down the thread and 

watch JoeKane’s 3-minute video… 

https://twitter.com/thorku/status/1374379939781218304 

I have been saying for years, you don’t know who is doing the player evaluations at PFF nor do you know 

their capabilities or standards or eye for judging art -- but because PFF is pushed (via ‘insider trading’) by 

owner Cris Collinsworth on every Sunday Night Football game, and it’s a ‘company’ with ‘commercials’ 

and a former ‘football player’…why, they wouldn’t lie to you…would they? 

I know people who have ‘worked’ for PFF (i.e. volunteered for no pay with the hope of being ‘in the 

football business’) – and it’s a bunch of ‘fans’/regular people trying to interpret tape and feeding their 

research crudely into a ‘system’ to produce grades, percentages, and cool infographics. There’s so 

much ‘open to interpretation’ by people we have no idea about that I rarely took PFF seriously. I do find 

their takes/interpretations of moderate viewing interest, but I never assume they are right…I typically 

doubt them upon first sight. 

My only complaint about JoeKane’s video of Dyami Brown’s drops was…there were so many more 

examples of drops he could have added to it (but you get his point). Not only does Brown drop 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
https://twitter.com/thorku/status/1374379939781218304
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contested targets too often…he drops uncontested ones as well. Of the 20+ WR prospects that I have 

done a full scouting report on – Brown by far had the worst looking tape for ‘hands’ issues that I 

saw/recall. 

That doesn’t mean Dyami literally drops every pass he’s thrown, but as a percentage – Brown is bad. NFL 

coaches hate ‘fumbles’ more than anything on this earth. ‘Drops’ would be the second most hated thing. 

I don’t know what NFL talent evaluator could endorse Brown with a straight face, if they’ve truly done 

the scouting work here. I get the lazy media falling in love with cool sounding names and 2-minute 

highlight clip watching…and it’s criminal, but I get it because I know you have to dedicate your life to 

these studies and they don’t. Because they don’t really do the hard/tedious scouting work, but still flood 

the airwaves and internet with their ‘opinions’, egregious errors can happen -- and then all the draft 

websites that just sort/stack prospects by what they see other people saying…a fraudulent prospect can 

easily arise and everyone in the draft ranking system just runs with it/assumes it, and it trickles down to 

fans who lap it up as unquestionable facts. 

Whatever NFL team picks Dyami Brown top 100, you should run from that team…you should know the 

GM hasn’t a clue and he has scouts that are ‘typical’. No good evaluator could rate Brown as a top 100 

overall player. But there are plenty who do…and I’ll bet many of them cite the PFF stat or remember it 

and it emboldens their empty guess/love for the prospect. 

Just wrap this up, my scouting/tape take on Brown before I found the Twitter storm or ‘fake news’… 

-- A very average/OK/good WR. He has 4.4+ speed with sub 7.0 three-cone. He’s got an NFL body and 

movement skill. He’s faster than most all college DBs he faces, so he can get open and compile some 

numbers -- but he does not shine against pro prospect CBs. Asante Samuel (Florida State) and Ifeatu 

Melifonwu (Syracuse) had no issues with him…they dominated him most of their day/game. 

 -- Brown plays ‘S-A-W-F-T’. He just runs deep routes and hits on a couple. He runs OK-to-lazy routes. He 

tends to have ‘rabbit ears’ around defenders (leading to his hands issues). He’s better on the outside 

away from the fray. He’s not a #1 workhorse WR, nor is a he a gritty slot WR. He’s just a generic 4.4s 

running deep ball guy racing down the sidelines (think Mecole Hardman, but way less talented…and 

Hardman is a weak WR). 

 -- Dyami had decent numbers at UNC, but he also had a more respected/targeted WR on his team (Dazz 

Newsome) PLUS he had a future NFL 1st-round pick QB in Sam Howell throwing him the ball. 

…and by the way, anyone who says “the 2022 QB class isn’t very good” has not watched Sam 

Howell or Desmond Ridder play football. But those QBs aren’t from Alabama or Ohio State or Clemson, 

so of course this class would be deemed ‘bad’ then. Brown got a free ride off Howell’s talent, not the 

other way around. 

 -- Brown strikes me as a needy, moody, semi-arrogant player who won’t impress NFL teams 

interviewing him…that’s if they dig and push a little during the interview (which, don’t hold your breath). 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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If I’m presented Dyami Brown on Shark Tank…’I’m Out’ a few minutes into the pitch. 

  

  

Dyami Brown, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

 -- Had a couple of 100+ yard games in his career, but mostly he was a 3-6 catches for 50-80 yards and a 

TD here and there…which is ‘solid’ work in the ACC with a higher-end college QB. It’s not ‘special’.  

 -- 9 of his career 21 TDs (43%) came in four specific games…two against Virginia and two against Wake 

Forest. 

 -- Four of his 6 career 100+ yard games came against Virginia and NC State (2x each).  

 -- If Dyami is such a great athlete, someone in whose hands you want to get the ball…then why just one 

carry for 2 yards in his career and was nowhere near special teams/the return game? Come to think of 

it…you rarely saw bubble screens with Brown either. I don’t think he’s got the heart for 

contact…especially not NFL contact, and his college coaches knew it. They used him the best way they 

could – ‘sketchy WR who is faster than most college DBs, so take a few deep shots with him’ 

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Dyami Brown Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

Dyami comps with WRs that I had little-to-interest in after evaluating them. You may know I was way 

down on the holy Jerry Jeudy last year, but I think Jeudy is a much better prospect than Brown. 

Dyami comps mostly with outside speed guys who didn’t matter in the NFL. 

  

WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

5.277 2021 Brown Dyami UNC 6 0.5 189 6.66 6.88 5.97 

4.678 2020 Hightower John Boise St. 6 1.4 189 5.54 7.51 7.55 

5.799 2020 Jeudy Jerry Alabama 6 1.0 193 6.16 7.47 7.08 

7.048 2014 Lee Marqise USC 5 11.6 192 7.40 6.32 7.85 

3.394 2013 King Tavarres Georgia 6 0.2 189 5.56 7.67 6.16 

4.534 2019 Wesley  Alex No. Colorado 5 11.7 190 7.04 7.11 6.35 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced. Mixed with all the physical measurement metrics, rated historically in our 

database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical-size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall this 

projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

 

2021 NFL Draft Outlook: 

I see Brown rated as high as top 40 overall for some draft sites, but on the majority of sites, I see him 

#70-125 overall. I want to say he’ll go outside the top 100…because he’s so obviously not a top 100 guy 

– but you should always bet on the NFL to follow the media/draft ranking sites, which means he’ll go day 

two in the draft. 

If I were an NFL GM, I’d have Brown on my UDFA list…and probably not make the call if he went 

undrafted – he’s just not worth any real effort with so many other options. I can see an NFL team 

thinking he’s got a great SPARQ score, so they draft him with the thoughts that they’ll ‘fix him’ or ‘coach 

him up’ Good luck with that. Not for my (fictitious) team. 

 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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NFL Outlook:    

I think Brown will fail fast, but his draft team will be reluctant to admit it too quickly, and he’ll be cut 

going into year four of his contract, and then he’ll be on and off NFL practice squads for a few years and 

then just disappear.  
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